Italy: Where are they now?

Wednesday, Jan. 24 | 12PM-1PM

When the COVID-19 pandemic first hit the mainstream media in March 2020, one of the first publicized locations was Italy. Located an hour north of Rome, The Arizona in Orvieto Program is one of the most popular study abroad programs affiliated with the University of Arizona. Students are able to earn UA Direct credit from this accredited study abroad experience, with opportunities to study a variety of subjects in the quaint town of Orvieto, Italy.

To speak more about the program and the adjustments they have made in response to pandemic, GEL will be hosting Dr. Claudio Bizzarri, professor and co-founder of the program, Alba Frascarelli, professor, program manager, and co-founder and Dafne Romero Johnson, a coordinator for study abroad programs through UA Global. Together, they will share their experiences of how Italy was impacted and has responded and acclimated to this new sense of normalcy during the pandemic.
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